I’m

Oliver McCourty

- Candidate to become Representative of

Tandridge.
 Experience is key. I’ve been a representative for the
past 2 years and have accomplished a lot with the
Youth Collective, BYC and Youth Parliament. I was
present for when Surrey came 2nd Nationally, collecting
more than 30,000 votes in total.


Being a decisive leader is imperative for Surrey. Owning
the title of DMYP allowed me to demonstrate my
leadership responsibility being a centre piece in
assemblies. It lead me to meet the Speaker of the
House of Commons, the Rt Hon John Bercow.



Vote:
Oliver
McCourty

A responsible keen pioneer. I’ve interviewed people
such as Stanley Tucci, Kelly Brooks, the Hairy Bikers
as well as Gold Medallists at Hampton Court Flower
Show. This is the first year that carefully selected
young people had this opportunity. My team and I

helped make it a success.
More information:
Politically I’ve developed, but more so, my studies. Getting three 7’s and four A’s in GCSE’s as well
as going to Maths Masterclasses for 3 years at The Royal Institution and aspirations to go to Oxford,
seems like the perfect candidate. I’ve been in Student Council for my whole school life and helped
developed a new Kiosk which is giving a high turnover. A large metal shelter was also created in hopes
to keep students dry whilst they socialise. I did DofE Bronze and Silver, and currently doing Gold. For
my A-Levels, I picked Maths, Chemistry, Physics and Philosophy which I absolutely love. In April iI
become 17 and plan to take driving lessons.
Giving more opportunities for children to voice their opinions is key and something I’ve achieved multiple
times, Surrey has been shone in a brighter light because of us at Youth Collective. It’s now time to
choose who should become Representative.
It’s been a pleasure!

